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Abstract
Wepresent a task-independentlearning procedurewhichproduces gradual performanceimprovement
through experience
ona perceptual-motor
task.It utilizes a data structurethat representsa strategyfor performing
the task. Thislearningprocedure is a direct result of the constraints that occur when
realistic perceptual and motormechanisms
(EPIC)are mated
to a learningcognitivemodeling
architecture(Soar).

Introduction
Whatis learned whena subject’s performance on a perceptual-motor task improves with experience? This is an open
research question, but the improvementsmaybe attributed to
cognitive and motor learning.
In the cognitive system, there are at least three possible
source of task performanceimprovement:1) the proceduralization of the declarative description of the task (instructions) through chunking or compilation; 2) the chunkingor
compiling of any problem solving necessary to perform the
task; 3) the development
of task strategies and priorities.
In this work, we suggest a fourth possible source of learning that maytake place in the cognitive system. Wewill
present a task-independent learning procedure for modeling
performance improvementsfor perceptual-motor tasks. The
inputs to the learning procedureare: a) a representation of
task strategy; and b) a task performancemodelthat is equivalent to what wouldbe the product of the first three learning
procedures mentioned above. Weapply the learning procedure to showadditional task performance improvement.
This work is based on a hybrid architecture called EPICSoar (Chong, 1995; Chong& Laird, 1997). A brief discussion of EPIC, Soar, and EPIC-Soarwill be presented first,
followed by a description of the learning procedure and its
application to a two-choicereaction-time task.

EPIC
EPIC (Executive Process-Interactive Control) (Meyer
Kieras, 1997a, 1997b) is an architecture whoseprimary goal
is to account for detailed humandual-task performance. It
greatly extends the work begun with the ModelHumanProcessor, MHP(Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983).
Like MHP,EPICconsists of a collection of processors and
memories. However,two key points distinguish EPIC from
its predecessor. First, the EPICperceptual (visual, auditory
and tactile) and motor (ocular, vocal, and manual)processors are muchmoreelaborate, each representing a synthesis
of the most recent empirical evidence. Second, EPICis a
computational system that can be programmedand executed.
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Since EPICwas designed to study performance, its cognitive processordoes not have the ability to learn.

Soar
Soar is a general architecture for building intelligent systems
and for modeling human behavior (Rosenbloom, Laird,
Newell, 1993; Newell, 1990). Soar has been used to model
humancapabilities such as learning, problemsolving, planning, search, natural languageand HCItasks.
Soar is a goal-oriented architecture. Whena situation
arises whereprogress ceases on a goal, Soar generates a subgoal. In the subgoal, Soar searches for knowledgeto apply to
allow progress to resumein the original goal. Soar incorporates a single learning mechanismcalled chunking which
compiles the search in a subgoal into productions in the
supergoal so that subgoalingis avoidedthe next time Soar is
in the sameor similar situation. In combinationwith various
problem solving methods, chunking has been found to be
sufficient for a wide variety of learning (Lewis, et al., 1990;
Miller and Laird, 1996). However, Soar does not have
embeddedin it a theory for the details of perception and
motor processes.

EPIC-Soar
The motivation to integrate EPICand Soar can be considered
a response to (Newell, 1990):
"...one thing wrongwith much theorizing about cognition is that it does not pay muchattention to perception
on the one side or motor behavior on the other....The
result is that the theory gives up the constraint on...cognition that these systems could provide. Theloss is serious-it assures that theories will never...be able to tell
the full sto~3’ aboutatO’ particular behavior."
At present there are but a few architectures that combine
perception, cognition, and action. EPIC, as we have seen,
takes up where the ModelHumanProcessor left off and represents a significant advancement
of its original ideas.
ACT-R/PM(Byrne & Anderson, 1997) is a recent
endeavor to add a Vision Managerand a Motor Manager to
1ACT-R(Anderson, 1993).
Addressingthis issue from a different angle, (Gordon, et
al., 1997)highlight the paucity of tools to support the developmentof computational cognitive models of users engaged
in interactive tasks. Oneof the manyrequirements suggested
IThe MotorManagerof ACT-R/PM
is based on the motor processor of EPIC.

of such tools is the support for simulated perceptual and
motor action mechanismsto allow cognitive modelsto interact with external task simulations. Througha numberof case
studies, they demonstrate that user interface development
environments (such as Tcl/"rk, Garnet, and Amulet) can
employedto this end. Althoughtheir perceptual and motor
mechanismsare not as psychologically rigorous as those of
EPIC,this is neverthelessa step in the right direction.
Finally, EPIC-Soar (Chong, 1995; Chong& Laird, 1997)
is an integration of the perceptual and motor processors of
EPICwith Soar. This merger is an attempt to get both the
detailed predictions and explanations provided by the perceptual and motor processors of EPIC(an ability Soar does
not possess) and the problemsolving, planning, and learning
capabilities of Soar (an ability EPICdoes not possess).

Before describing the learning procedure, we will first
present the representation of the initial knowledgeused by
the learning procedure.

An Observation FromExpert Performance

Whena trial starts, you are to look at the fixation point.
A stimulus will appear in the target circle (which & d&placed 16 degrees vertically belowthe fixation point).
Whenthe stimulus appears,look at the stimulus. If it is a
left arrow, respond by pressing the key sequence L0,
L1, L2, L0 with the index, middle, ring, and index fingers of the left hand; if it is a right arrow, respondby
pressing the key sequence RO, [ql, [:i2, [qO with the
index, middle, ring, and index fingers of the right hand.
Lookbackto the fixation point to begin a newtrial.

Previously, we (Chong& Laird, 1997) identified and analyzed several types of executive process knowledgeneeded
to transition from novice to expert performanceon a dualtask scenario modeled in EPIC and EPIC-Soar. Of the four
knowledgetypes identified, two have emergedas relevant.
The first type of knowledge causes anticipatory motor
programming, i.e., it prepares the motor system for an
upcoming command. Whena commandis sent to a motor
processor in EPIC, the commandpasses through two
phases--preparation, then execution--before the motor processor is free to execute another command.These phases
take time to complete. If the preparation phase of a soon-tobe-sent commandcan be completed ahead of time, then the
preparation phase (and the time required to prepare) can
avoided whenthe command
is finally sent. This can result in
a significant reduction in the time to execute the command.
The second type of knowledge causes consecutive commandsfor the same modality to be pipelined. The motor processors in EPIC can execute only one commandat a time,
but pipelining is a wayto makethe motor processor work on
two consecutive commandsat the same time. Because the
motorprocessor has two phases, it is possible to send a commandx that first gets prepared and then executed. Whilex is
in the execution phase, another commandy can be issued
since the preparation phase is free. The motor processor,
while continuing to execute x, will prepare the movement
features for command
y. Whenthe execution of x completes,
the features of y are immediatelyhandedover to the execution phase for execution. Becausethe features for y were prepared and waiting, the time to execute y is significantly
reduced.
The key observation of these two knowledgetypes is that
they produce expert performance simply because they allow
whole commands(or parts of commandprocessing) to
moved, or promoted, to a chronologically earlier event.
Anticipatory motor programming essentially moves the
preparation phase to an earlier time. Pipelining movesthe
whole motor command
to an earlier time such that the commandwill be issued as soon as the execution of a previous
command(that uses the same processor) has begun. This
observation of motor promotions is the inspiration for the
learning procedure presented here.

Initial

Knowledge

In addressing the question "what is learned whena subject’s
performance on a perceptual-motor task improves?", we
asked a second, more fundamental, question: "what initial
knowledge does a subject possess after receiving task
instructions but before beginning to perform a task?" We
hypothesize that this initial knowledgeplays a significant
role in the learning process.

ExampleTask: A Two-ChoiceReaction TimeTask
Considerthis contrived exampletask. The instructions are:

Chronological Task Strategy Data Structure
It is impossible to knowexactl), what is in a subject’s head
after reading task instructions,Abut we will assumethat the
subject understands the task instructions and is adequately
motivated.
In developing this theory of learning, we needed to
hypothesizeas to the representation of the task that is available following language processing. Previous work has suggested that it is difficult to distinguish exactly whichaspects
of a task description are declarative data structures in Soar’s
working memory, and which are procedural associative
structures (production rules) in long-term memory(Young
Lewis, 1997).
For this initial work, we have made the simplifying
assumptionthat the complete structure of the task is available in declarative data structures in working memory.Our
theory of acquisition is not tied to this specific representational form, but to its content, although by necessity, the
algorithms have been developed for the specific representation we present.
Wehave invented a data structure called a chronological
task strategy. This structure is intended to represent the initial knowledgethat subjects have about the chronological
ordering of perceptual events, and the motor commands
that
are required (per the task instructions) at the occurrence
each perceptual event. This structure and a task performance
model(whosebehavior is congruent with the strategy structure) are hand-codedand provided to the system.
2previousSoar research (Huffman,1994;Lewis,Newell,&Polk,
1989)has exploredthe acquisitionof proceduresfromnatural languageinstructions. LanguagecomPrehensionissues howeverare
outsidethe scopeof this work.
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Figure 1: The data structure for the two-choice reaction-time task. The pe-nodesPeO-Pe
3 represent the knowledgeof
the chronological ordering of events in a trial. The mc-nodes are the commandto be performed; 00 = LOOK-ATSTIM;mlo-ml3 = the keypress command
chain a left arrow; mro-mr
chain for a right arrow;
3 = the keypress command
01 = LOOK-AT-FIXATION-POINT.
The inset depicts the actual link between nodes in a commandchain.

The data structure itself is a sparse tree consisting of two
types of nodes: event nodes and motor command
nodes. Figure 1 showsa possible3 chronological task strategy structure
for the two-choicereaction-time task.
The oval nodes are perceptual event nodes or pe-nodes.
The nodes in boxes are motor commandnodes or mc-nodes
which contain the motor commandsto be executed. The
nodes can be linked together to form commandchains when
a sequence of actions for the same modality are required.
This structure not only represents the chronological ordering
of perceptual events and the motor commandsas stated,
implied, or inferred from the task instructions, but it also
captures the preconditions of motor commands;before command ml0 can be generated, stim-features
must have
occurred; and commandml1 can be generated only after
commandml0 has been generated.
There are two additional features of this structure that are
present solely because we are building our modelin a cognitive systemthat is constrained by both perception and action.
The first is the stim-features
perceptual event. This event is
necessarybecause of the constraint of perception in EPIC.In
the humanvisual system, whena stimulus appears, the features that define the object are not instantly available

because they take time to propagate from the sensory system, through perception, and finally into working memory.
EPIClikewise models this delay, hence the pc-node representing the delayedarrival of the stimulusfeatures.
The second feature concerns the links between mc-nodes
in the motorchain. Recall that whena command
is sent to a
motor processor in EPIC, the commandpasses through two
phases--preparation, then execution--before the motor processor is free to execute another command.These phases
take time to complete, but EPICsends motor processor status messagesthat report on the state of each phase (whether
each phase is busy or free). Additionally, EPICmayprovide
proprioceptive feedbackon the state of the effector performing the command.This is true for manual(hand) commands.
Whena manualcommand
is issued, the tactile sensory processor reports on the state of completionof the action, e.g.,
for a keypress command,the tactile processor reports when
the key is touched, whenthe downstroke is completed, and
whenthe upstroke is completed.
These messagescan collectively be used to define a precondition space for me-nodes located at position two or
deeper in a commandchain. This space allows a model to
produce a potentially wide4 range of performance styles,

3Therecanbe no singlecorrectstructureto representa task since
a) it is possibleto havemany
differentstrategiesthat all accomplish
4Manualcommands
have five possible preconditions; ms0,
the sametask; b) task strategies maychangeas task conditions
ms1, ms2, ms3, and ms4. Ocular commands
have only two poschange;c) biases in interpretingthe task instructionscanresult in
sible preconditions--ms
0 and mSl--sincethere is no propriocepdifferentstrategies.
tire feedbackfor ocular commands,.
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Figure 2: The progression of promotionson the two-choice reaction time task: a) prepare-promotionscreates po0 =
PREPARE-LOOK-AT-STIM
on pe 0 and po 1 = PREPARE-LOOK-AT-FIXATION-POINT
on PO2; b) a pe-promotion movespo1 from pe2 to pe1; c) ms-promotions---depicted by shorter arrows between motor chain nodes--apply
to the motor chains on pe1 and
2. pe

from cautious to aggressive, or in more relevant terms, from
novice to expert.
This precondition space is represented by the event (oval)
nodes shownin the inset of Figure 1. They are motorprocessor status event nodes, or ms-nodes. These nodes exist only
between mc-nodes in commandchains. They are sequentially used as preconditions to the mc-nodethey precede and,
like pe-nodes, are chronologically ordered (ms0 first;
ms
4
last).
Since our exampletask uses keypress responses, the msnodes are: ms0 = processor free; ms1 =
2 execution free; ms
= key touched; ms3 = key depressed; ms4 = key released. In
the figure, ms4 is used as the precondition to mr1; a cautious
performancestyle.

The Promotion-Learning Procedure
The observation that chronological promotions can produce
performance improvement has inspired a promotion-based
learning procedure. This procedure performs three styles of
promotions: prepare-promotions, pe-promotions, and ms5
promotions.
The chronologicaltask strategy structure is essential to the
procedure because it keeps track of the chronologyof events
and also identifies whichpromotionstyles can be performed.
To use this learning procedure, the user must provide a
chronological task strategy structure and an initial perfor5Theprepare-promotion
style creates anticipatory motorprogramming
rules while the pe-promotionand ms-promotionstyles
combine
to producepipeliningrules.
Chong
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mancemodelwhichperforms the task as it is represented in
the structure. The model is executed. Whena motor commandis generated, task-independent promotion suggestion
rules mayfire to suggest that a promotionbe performedfor
the just-generated command.
The suggested promotion style is invoked and a promoted
commandrule is learned. This new rule produces the same
motor command
(except in the case of prepare-promotions),
but it is preconditioned on a chronologically earlier event.
The strategy structure is updated to reflect the promotion
(which also causes rules to be learned). The new command
rule is immediatelyavailable for use in task performance.
The learning procedureruns concurrently with task performance,so performanceis not at all hindered by the applica6tion of the procedure.
Wenowbriefly describe the three promotionstyles. There
are essential guidelines for the application of each of the promotionstyles; these can be found in the Appendix.
Prepare-Promotion
Whena command
that is preconditioned on perceptual event
pet is executed, a prepare-promotionsuggestion is generated
if the guidelines are satisfied. The prepare-promotionstyle
applies and a newprepare rule is learned. This rule is preconditioned on pe-node Petq and produces a PREPARE
<action>commandwhere <action> is the commandproduced by the commandon pe-node pet. The strategy structure is modifiedto reflect this promotion.
PE-Promotion
The final promotion style is used to promote motor commandsto chronologically earlier perceptual events, hence
this style is called pe-promotion.
Whena pe-ptvmotable motor command(see Appendix)
that is preconditionedon pe-node pet is executed, a pe-promotionsuggestionis generatedif the guidelines are satisfied.
The pe-promotionstyle applies resulting in a promotedcommand rule which produces the same commandbut is now
preconditioned on pe-node Petq. The strategy structure is
modifiedto reflect this promotion.
MS-Promotion
Motor status promotions, or ms-promotions, use the motor
status nodes to allow motor commandsin a commandchain
to be preconditioned on chronologically earlier motor processor status events.
Whena motor commandthat is preconditioned on msnode mst is executed, an ms-promotionsuggestion is generated if the guidelines are satisfied. The ms-promotionstyle
applies resulting in a promoted commandrule which produces the same commandbut is nowpreconditioned on msnode mst.1. The strategy structure is modifiedto reflect this
promotion.
6Weconcedethat this behavioris not cognitivelyplausible; the
procedure’slearning rate is independentof the workloadimposed
by the task--typically, a high-workload
task producesslowerlearning rates than low-workload
task. Wehavetemporarilyset aside
this considerationto test anddevelopthe procedure’s
core ideas.
14 MAICS-98
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Figure 3: RawRTdata for a single run of 50 trials. Promotion learning was exhausted after 10 trials with the
final RTbeing around 1500+/- 50ms.This variability is
small; +/-1 cognitive cycle.

Referring to the inset in Figure l, the first time that the
commandrepresented by mqis sent, an ms-promotion suggestion will be generated. The ms-promotionprocedure will
acreate a new commandrule which is preconditioned on ms
(key depressed) instead of 4 (key released). The st rategy
structure will also be modifiedso that mqis linked to ms
3.
Whenthis newlylearned rule fires at a later time, mr
1 will
be ms-promotedto ms2 (key touched). This continues with
every application of the promoted commandsuntil mr1 is
preconditioned by ms0, at which point ms-promotions for
mr1 have been exhausted.
Promotion-Learning Applied To The Example Task
For our exampletask as shownin Figure 1, the initial performancemodeland the strategy structure were defined to initially give very novice-like performance;i.e. all chainedmcnodes and rules were configured to be preconditioned by
ms4. Weran the modelfor fifty trials with the learning procedure. Figure 2 showsthe sequence of effects of promotion
on the structure of the exampletask.
Prepare-promotionswere first applied to both of the ocular
commands.This resulted in the addition of two new mcnodes po0 and pot . At this point, the systemwill prepare the
motor system for the o0 and
0 01 commandson events pe
and pe2, respectively.
One pe-promotion was then performed to promote the prepare me-node po1 from pe2 to pe1. The
1 preparation of o
will
now
occur
earlier
at
pe
1.
Finally, numerous ms-promotions were performed to
gradually transition from cautious to aggressive behavior in
the ocular and manualmotor chains. This is depicted by the
shortening of the arrows between the mc-nodes. Whenmspromotions have been exhausted, all motor chain commands
are
0. preconditioned on ms
Figure 3 showsthe learning curve. There is a large learning effect; a difference of almost 700ms.Onthe first trial,
the predicted reaction time is around2250ms.After ten trials, it has leveled out to between1500and 1600ms.

By the end of the 50-trial run, Soar has built 75 chunks,of
which thirty are motor commandchunks. However, at the
end of learning (after trial 10), only eight (8) of those motor
chunksare applicable: one for 1900, one for 1301, and one for
each keypress at position two or greater in the motorchains.
The 22 other motor chunks are not applicable because when
a motor command
is promoted, the rule that initially produced the commandis disabled by the new earlier-firing
rule. Only the newestcommand
rules are applicable.
The remaining 45 chunks are strategy modification chunks
which were created as the structure was modified during
learning. They capture the evolution of the strategy data
structure.
Wecould nowre-run the system, giving it the initial strategy structure as before along with these 75 newchunks. The
structure modification chunkswouldfirst all fire, reproducing the order in whichthe strategy structure evolved during
learning. After these firings, the structure wouldcorrespond
to the behavior implicit in the eight applicable motor commandchunks. As the task ran, these eight applicable motor
command
chunks wouldfire appropriately, and the task performance would be at the same level as shown in Figure 2
for trials >10.
The preceding discussion and Figure 2 have no doubt
given the impression that promotion suggestions/styles are
generated and/or applied in a predeterminedorder. This is
not the case however. Figure 2 was made just to show an
exampleof each promotionstyle. Promotionstyles are actually executedserially in a "first-come first-served" fashion.
Discussion
The primary goal of this paper was to present a task-independent learning procedure which produces gradual performance improvement through experience on a perceptualmotortask. It utilizes a data structure that represents a strategy for performing the task. This learning procedure is a
direct result of the constraints that occur whenrealistic perceptual and motor mechanisms(EPIC) are mated to a learning cognitive modelingarchitecture (Soar).
The inspiration for this learning procedure must be credited to the integration of realistic perceptual and motorprocessor (EPIC) with the cognitive architecture (Soar).
constraints provided by EPIC’s motor processor clearly
defined the precondition space over which a learning procedure could explore. This is just one of the manybenefits of
building computational models in systems that incorporate
perception, cognition, and action.
Another possible benefit is that the set of promotions
styles along with the precondition space suggests a possible
sources of individual differences betweensubject’s task performance.While this learning procedurerelentlessly applied
promotionsstyles at every possible opportunity, it is conceivable that subjects maynot do the same. With the addition or removal of knowledge, it maybe possible for this
systemto aid in explaining someindividual differences.
In the Introduction, we mentioned three cognition-based
sources of performance improvements.This work appears to
support our suggestion that the promotion learning procedure maybe a fourth source of performance improvement.
By using a performance model that was the equivalent of

what would be generated by the three sources, we applied
the learning procedure and realized a large amountof additional performance improvement.
Future Work
The section that is conspicuous in its absence is one that
compareshumanlearning and performance results with that
predicted by our model. Weare presently searching for suitable visual-manual tasks that have existing data. However,
this will permit us to validate only the final performanceof
the systemsince, typically, practice effects are specifically
trained out prior to data collection. In the interim however,
there is someevidence of the procedure’s validity from its
application in other work being done on dual-task performance improvement (Chong, 1998).
Presently, the learning procedure runs concurrently with
task performance. There is no cost on task performancefrom
the learning procedure, and no cost to the learning procedure
due to task performance.As noted earlier, this is not cognitively plausible, and is nowthe focus of ongoingresearch.
Also, the strategy data structure is a declarative data structure stored and maintained in Soar’s working memory.We
expect to look at a moremixeddeclarative/procedural representation of this structure and the impact that has on the
learning.
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PE-Promotion Guidelines
First, only pe-promotable commandscan be pc-promoted. A
commandis pe-promotable only if it is not inextricably
bound to the perceptual event to which it was initially
attached. (The pe-promotability of a command
is indicated
by a value of t for the ^pe-promotable field of the motor
command
node in the data structure.)
For example, neither o0 or o1 in Figure 1 are pe-promotable becausethe task instructions specifically state that the
responses should following the appearance of the stimulus,
and it is implied that looking back at the stimulus should
occur after the response is complete. However,the prepares
nodes created by the prepare-promotionstyle are pe-promotable since they are not part of the task instructions. Notethat
o1 could be madepe-promotableif the strategy structure represented an interpretation of the task instructions that did not
require that it be sent only after a responsewas made.
Second, as with prepare-promotions, only the first commandin a motor chain can be promoted. Of course, whenthe
first command
is promoted, the command
that was second is
nowfirst and will be eligible for pc-promotion
if it is pc-promutable.
Appendix
The third guideline is similar to the fourth guideline for
Here are the guidelines for the application of the three proprepare-promotions. Whena commandis movedto the premotionstyles.
vious perceptual event node, the command
must be added to
the tail of the motorchain (if one exists) of the samemodalPrepare-Promotion Guidelines
ity type (ocular or manual). This guideline is demonstrated
in Figure 2b. The first promotion is a prepare-promotion.
There are five guidelines for creating prepares; four will be
Since there is no ocular motor command
on the trial-start or
presentedhere and the fifth will appear later.
stimulus-features
events, poo and po1 becomethe first/
First, prepare-promotion suggestions apply only to the
only nodein those ocular motor chains. However,with the
first command
in a motor chain; i.e. the command
closest to
pe-promotion
of po1, there is an existing ocular motorchain
the perceptual event node. Commands
that appear later in the
(the single command,
Oo) therefore, 1 must bechained
chain are prepared-for because it is faster to just send the
command rather than to first
sending a PREPARE after
0. o
<action> command,
then immediately sending the actual
Prepare-Promotion Guidelines, continued
command.
Second, prepare suggestions apply only to commandsthat
Having introduced the pc-promotions style we can now
are preparable. Commands
are preparable only if it is known present the fifth and final prepare-promotion guideline
exactly what command
is to be producedat a later time.
promised earlier: prepare-promotions cannot be applied to
For example, the PUNCHmotor commandsin our twocommandsthat are pe-promotable.
choice reaction time task (Figure 2) are not preparable since
The reasoning is as follows. Say x is a command
that is pethe identity of the stimulus is neededbefore it can be known promotable. The best improvementpossible for x comes by
which motor commandto prepare.
moving the whole commandahead by pc-promotion, pc-proAnother exampleof this would appear in modelinga conmotionsofx will continue until a) all earlier perceptual event
tinuous tracking task. Since the cursor is continuously mov- nodes are exhausted(i.e., x is hangingoff trial-start), in
ing, it is not possible to prepare a joystick moveahead of
which case a prepare could not possibly be madesince there
time since you need to knowthe current location of the curis no earlier pc-node;or b) x has been pc-promoted
to the tail
sor before the PLYcommand
can be sent if you want accuof a motorchain, and in this case, the first guideline for prerate tracking performance.
pare-promotionsprohibits creating prepares for all but the
The preparability of a command
is indicated by a value of
first command
in a motorchain.
t for the ^preparable field in the motor commandnode in
the data structure.
MS-Promotion Guidelines
The third guideline, whichis somewhatreasonable, is that
Thereare presently no guidelines for restricting the applicaa prepare cannot be madefor an existing prepare.
tion of ms-promotions.
The fourth guideline states that when the prepare commandis movedto the previous perceptual event node, it
mustbe addedto the tail of the motorchain (if one exists)
the same modality type (ocular or manual).
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